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ABSTRACT 
Let C, be the semigroup of all the n X n (n > 2) circulant Boolean matrices, and 
R a nonzero element in C,. The sandwich semigroup of C, with the sandwich 
element R is denoted by C,(R). The purpose of this paper is to discuss the Green’s 
classes, idempotent elements, regular elements, and maximal subgroups in C,(R). In 
Section 4, a necessary and sufficient condition on the Green’s class Pn(A) is given, 
where _Yn( A) is the Green’s class in the sandwich semigroup C,(R) containing A, 
and A is an arbitrary circulant Boolean matrix in C,(R). In Sections 5 and 6, the 
idempotent elements and the maximal subgroups containing an idempotent element 
in C,(R) are discussed. Some necessary and sufficient conditions which characterize 
the idempotent elements and maximal subgroups are obtained. In Section 7, we use 
the results of Sections 5 and 6 to obtain a necessary and sufficient condition which 
characterizes the regular elements in C,(R). Otherwise, some counting theorems 
about the idempotent elements, the regular elements, and the maximal subgroups are 
given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B = {O, 1) be a Boolean algebra, and C, the set of all the n X n 
(n > 2) circulant matrices over B. The elements of C, are all the matrices of 
the form 
A=[‘:1 i -1 ‘,I], where a,EB(i=0,1,2,...,n-l). 
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Denote three special matrices in C, as follows: 
Then, for any A E C,, A can be written as 
A = a,E + a,P + u2P2 + ..a+ u_~P”-‘, a, E B. 
We define P” = E. It is obvious that P” = E. Under the usual multiplication 
operation of Boolean matrices, the set C, forms a commutative semigroup 
and is still denoted by C,. Clearly, every nonzero elements in C, has a 
unique representation in the form (1.1) The zero element is C, is devoted by 
2. 
For an arbitrary but fixed element R E C,, we can define an operation * 
in C, as follows: For arbitrary A, I? E C,, A * B = ARB, where ARB is the 
usual product of Boolean matrices. It can be easily proved that C, is also a 
commutative semigroup under the operation *. We denote this semigroup by 
C,(R) and call it a sandwich semigroup of circulant Boolean matrices with 
sandwich matrix R. The purpose of this paper is to discuss Green’s relations, 
idempotent elements, regular elements, and maximal subgroups for C,(R) 
with R # 2. 
2. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
For convenience, some notation and definitions are given in the following. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For any finite set M # 0, denote 
1 M ( = the cardinality of M. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let a,, . . . , a, be m (m 3 2) integers. The greatest 
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common divisor d of a,, . , a, is denoted by 
d = (a,,...,a,). 
The number of all the different positive common divisors of a,, . . . , a, is 
denoted by 
df(u,,...,u,). 
If m = 1, let d+(ui) denote the number of all the different positive divisors 
of ui. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let M = {ml,. . , m,) and N = {n,, , n,) be two 
sets of integers. Let m be an integer. Write 
m + N = {m + n,,...,m + n,} and 
M + N = {mj + nili = 1,2,. . . , s;j = 1,2,. . , t}. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let M and N be two sets of integers, n a positive 
integer. If each integer in M is congruent to some integer in N modulo n, 
we write M c N (mod n). We write M G N (mod n) if M G N (mod n> and 
N E M (mod n>. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let n be a positive integer and 2 # A E C,. If A = 
p”1 + . . . +P”i and 0 < nI < **a < nt < n, then (ni,. . . , n,} is said to be 
the set of support numbers of A. It is denoted by 
SN(A) = [ni,...n,]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. For A E C,(R), denote 
C,(R) * A = {CRAIG’ E C,(R)}. 
DEFINITION 2.7. For any A E C,(R), the Pa-class of C,(R) containing 
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A is denoted by pR( A), i.e., 
pR( A) = (BIB E C,(R), BPRA}. 
(The definitions of Green’s 
[S]. In this paper, 9 denotes 
%-elation in C,(R).) 
relations and Green’s classes can be seen in 
the Srelation in C,, and pa denotes the 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON INTEGERS 
Many problems on Boolean matrices can be studied by using the proper- 
ties of integers. In this paper, the integer method is applied almost every- 
where. As preparation, several lemmas and a proposition on integers are 
proved in the following. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M,, . . . , M, and N,, . . . , Nk be 2k sets of integers 
(k > 2>, and n be a positive integer. Zf 
M, = Ni (mod n) , i = I,2 ,..., k, 
then 
i Mi = i Ni (mod n). 
i=l i=l 
Proof. It is easy to prove by the Definition 2.3. n 
The following lemma is due to C. Y. Chao and M. C. Zhang in [I]. But it 
is stated and proved in different manner as follows: 
LEMMA 3.2. Let n, sl, s2, 4, and d, be positive integers such that 
n = sld, = s2d2. For an arbitrary nonnegative integer r, let 
q-1 s,-1 
C = U U {r +id, +jd,}. 
ilO j=o 
Then 
C={r,r+d,..., r + (s - l)d} (mod n), 
where d = (d,, d,) and n = sd. 
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Proof. L-et c, = {r, r + d,. . . , r + (s - l)d}. Since d = (d,, d,), there 
exist two integers x and y such that d = xd, + yd,. For any r + ad E C, 
(0 =G a < s - 0, suppos e ax = t,s, + i and ay = t,s, + j, where t,, t,, i, 
and j are integers and 0 < i < s1 - 1, 0 <j < s2 - 1. Then 
r + ud = r + axd, + ayd, 
= r + id, + jd, + (tl + t,)n = r + id, + jd, (mod n). 
This shows that C, c C (mod n). Conversely, for any T + id, + jd, E C 
(0 gigs, - 1, 0 <j Q sa - 11, suppose d, = q,d and d, = q2d; then 
r + id, +jd, = r + (iq, + jqz)d. Suppose iq, + jqa = ts + a, where t and 
a are two integers and 0 < a < s - 1. Then 
r+id, +jd, =r+tn+ad=r+ad(modn). 
This shows that C, L C (mod n>. Hence C = C, (mod n>. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n, sl,. . . , sk, d,, . , d, be positive integers such that 
n = sidi (k > 2, i = 1,2,. . . , k). For an arbitrary nonnegative integer r, let 
s,- 1 s,-1 
c = u . . . U (r + i,d, + ... +ikdk}. 
i,=O i,=O 
Then 
C = {r,r+d,... , r + (s - l)d] (mod n), 
where d = (d,, d,, . . . , dk) and n = sd. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. For the case of k = 2, it is the 
result of Lemma 3.2. Hypothesize that the statement is true for the case of 
k - 1. Now we discuss the case of k. Let d’ = (d,, d,, . . . , dk_l) and 
n = s’d’. By the induction hypothesis, we have 
sl- 1 Sk-,-l 
u *** 
U {r + i,d, + *** +ik_ldk_l} 
i,=O i,_,=O 
E {r, r + d’, . . . , r + (s’ - l)d’) (mod n). (3.3.1) 
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Since (d’, dk) = ((d,, d,, . . , dk_l), d,) = d, by Lemma 3.2 we have 
s’_l Sk-1 
U (J {r + id’ + i,d,) = {r, r + d ,..., r + (s - l)d} (mod n). 
i=o ik=o 
Let 
C' = U U (r + id’ + i,d,}. 
i=O i,=O 
For any r + id’ + i,d, E C’ (0 < i < s’ - 1, 0 < ik < sk - l>, by (3.3.1) 
there are i,, . . . , ik&l (0 < ij < sj - 1, j = 1,2, . , k - 1) such that 
r + id’ = r + i,d, + *.. +ik_ldk_l (mod n), 
and then 
r + id’ + ikdk = r + i,d, + *** +ik_ldk_l + ikdk (mod 7~). 
This shows that C’ c C (mod n>. Similarly, by (3.3.11, we can prove that 
CcC’(modn).HenceC=C’=(r,r+d,...,r+(s-l)d)(modn). 
n 
Through the rest of this paper, the concept “arithmetic series” with 
respect to a given positive integer n is used. For a given positive integer n: 
(i) Any single integer is considered to be an arithmetic series with 
common difference n only (i.e., if an integer m is said to be a arithmetic 
series with common difference d, then d equals n). 
(ii> Let M be a finite set of integers (1 M 1 > 2). Then M is said to be an 
arithmetic series with common difference d if all the integers of M can be 
arranged as 
such that mi + 1 - mi = d, i = 1,2, . . . , t - 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let n be a positive integer, M a finite set of nonnegative 
integers. Let m be an integer. If M is an arithmetic series with common 
difference d and I M I = s, where d is a positive common divisor of m and n, 
and n = sd, then m + M = M (mod n). 
Proof. Suppose M = {k, k + d, . . . , k + (s - l)dI and m = rd. For 
any m + k + ad E m + M (0 < a < s - 11, we have m + k + ad = k + (a 
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+ r)d, and this implies m + M c M (mod n). Conversely, for any k + ad 
E M (0 < a < s - l), we have k + ad = m + k + (a - r)d = m + k + 
(qs + a - r)d (mod n) for every integer q. We claim that there exists an 
integer q such that 0 < qs + a - r < s - 1. The above argument shows that 
M G m + M (mod n). Hence m + M = M (mod n). n 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let n be u given positive integer. Let M = {nl, . . , n,} 
satisfying n, < nz < ... < nt, 0 < ni < n for every i. Let m,, . . , ml be 1 
diferent nonnegative integers. Then 
mr + M = M (mod n) (f= 1,2,...,t) 
if and only if, for d = (m,, . . , ml, n) and n = sd, 
M = M, U --- u M,, 
where Mi n Mi = 0 whenever i f j, Mj (j = 1,2, . . , h) is un arithmetic 
series with common diference d, and lMll = ~1. = lMhl = s. 
Proof. “Only if”: Suppose dr = ( mr, n) and n = srdr (f = 1,2, . . . , E). 
Let 
Af(ni) = {nl, ni + mf,. . . , ni + (sf - l)m,} and 
Bf(ni) = {nj, ni + d,, . . , ni + (sf - l)df}, 
i=1,2 )..., t, f=1,2 )..., 1. 
Since sf is the smallest positive integer such that sf mf G 0 (mod n), for any 
n, and f the integers in Af(ni) [if IAf(ni>l > 21 are not congruent to each 
other modulo n. Clearly, for any nj and f, the integers in Bf(ni) [if 
1 Bf(ni)l > 21 are not congruent to each other modulo n. On the other hand, 
for any n, + amr E Af(ni) (0 < a < sr - 11, the integer n, + umf = ni + 
a(mf/d>df is congruent to some integer in Bf(ni). Since 1 A,(n,)l = I Bf(ni)l 
for any ni and f, synthesizing the above argument, we claim that 
Af(ni) = Bf(ni) (mod n), i = 1,2 ,..., t, f = 1,2 )...) 1. (3.4.1) 
Choose nil = min(M) = nl, and let 
M, = {nil, nil + 1,. , nil + (s - l)d}. 
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where d = Cm,, , , ml, n> and n = sd. Since d = ((m,, n>,(m,, n>, , 
Cm!, n)> = Cd,, d,, . . . , d,), by Lemma 3.3 we have 
s,-1 s,- 1 
A/f, s (J ... i,=. tyo(ni, + i,d, + *.. +i,d,I (mod n>, (3.4.2) 
By (3.4.11, (3.4.21, and mf + M = M (mod n) <f = 1,2,. , 0, we have 
M, s M (mod n). In fact, we have M, c M. To prove this, it is sufficient to 
prove ‘nil + (s - l)d < n. If ni, + (s - l)d > n, then since nil, s - 1 < n 
and M, c M (mod n), we suppose nil + (s - l)d = n + nl for some 
nj E M. By the choice of nil, 
> n + nil and then nil 
we have ni, < ni. This implies nil +- (s - I)d 
- d > n,,. Since d > 0, this is impossible. Hence 
M, G M. 
Assume that M,, , Mk_l (k 2 2) have been constructed such that 
Mj c M 
and 
Mj = (nzj, rxii + d, . . . , nij + (s - l)d} (j = 1,2 )..., k - 1). 
We can construct Mk as follows: Choose 
aik =min{M \ !rMj}, 
and let 
M, = {nix-, nik + d, . . , nik + (S - l)d}. 
By the same reasoning as for M, G M (mod n>, we can prove M, c M (mod 
n>. 
To prove M, c M, we first prove the following: 
STATEMENT I. 
lJ,“,jMj module n. 
None of the integers in M, is congruent to any integer in 
Suppose the contrary, and assume that there exist a and b, 0 < a, b < s, 
such that 
nik + ad = nij + bd (modn), 
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where nij E Mj (1 <j < k - 1). This implies that one of following three 
cases is true: 
(i) nik + ad = nij + bd; 
(ii) nik + ad = n + nij + bd; 
(iii) n + nik + ad = nij + bd. 
Suppose (i) is true. By the choices of ni. and nik, we have nik > nij. This 
implies b > a, then 0 < b - a < s, an d then nik = nij + (b - u)d E Mj. 
This is impossible. So (i) cannot be true. Suppose (ii> is true. Since nik = nij 
+ (s + b - u)d, it follows that s + a - b > 0. If 0 < s + b - a < s, we 
have nik E Mj. But that is impossible according to the choice of nik. If 
s + b - a 2 s, then (s + b - u)d > sd = n, and then nik = nij + (s + b 
- u)d > n,. + n >, n. This contradicts the condition of this proposition. So 
(ii) cannot 6 e true. Since nij + bd E Mj G M, we have nij + bd < n. But 
n + nik + ud > n. These imply that (iii) cannot be true. According to above 
argument, Statement I holds. 
To prove M, 5: M, it is sufficient to prove nik + (s - l)d < n. Assume 
nik + (s - l)d > n. Since Mk C M (mod n), we can suppose njk + (s - 
l)d = n + nj for some nj C M. By Statement I and the choice of nik, we 
have nik < nj. But nik + (s - l)d = n + nj and sd = n imply njk > nj. 
This is a contradiction. So Mk G M. 
By the same process, after a finite number of steps, we can construct 
M,, M,, . . . > M, such that 
Mj={nij,nij+d,...,nij+(s-l)d}~M (j = 1,2,...,h) 
and 
M\ bMj=O. 
j=l 
Hence 
M= ;lMj 
j=l 
Clearly, M. (j = 1,2, . , h) 
d 
is an arithmetical series with common differ- 
ence d an lMll = **a = 1 M,I = s. By Statement I, Mi I-I Mj = 0 whenever 
i z j. The proof of “only if’ is completed. 
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“If’: For any f and j, 1 < f < I, 1 < j < h, by Lemma 3.4 we have 
Since 
(J(m,+Mj,=mf+ (JMj=mf+M, 
j=l j=l 
by Lemma 3.1 we have mf + M = M (mod n), f = 1,2, , 1. n 
REMARK. If the condition “m,, . , ml are 1 different nonnegative inte- 
gers” in Proposition 3.5 is replaced by “m,, . . , ml are 1 different integers,” 
the proposition is still true. 
4. pa-RELATION IN C,(R) 
We now recall some concepts for a semigroup S (they can be found in 
[5]). For a general semigroup S, there are five Green’s relations 2, 2, 9, 
&4 and 4 for S. It can be easily proved that, for a commutative semigroup, 
we have _Y = 9 = 9 = Z = 2 Since C,(R) is commutative, all the Green’s 
relations in C,(R) coincide with each other. So it is sufficient to discuss the 
Green’s relation _!Z in this paper. 
Let n > 2 be a positive integer. In this section, Proposition 3.5 in Section 
3 will be applied to discuss the Green’s relation _Yfi in C,(R). A necessary 
and sufficient condition on pa is given. The condition is characterized by the 
properties of integers in SN( A). For the special case of R = E, it is exactly 
the result of Butler and Schwarz in 161. First, some properties on C,(R) (or 
C,) are discussed as preparation for the main investigation. 
For convenience, we recall some results on semigroup theory in the 
following (see [5]). 
Let S be a semigroup (it need not contain the identity element), and 
a, b E S. Then 
(i) if a E Sb and b E Sa, then aL?b; 
(ii) if a z b, then a _Y b if and only if a E Sb and b E SA. 
Let I? # 2 be a fixed element in C,. For convenience, assume SN( R) = 
[k,, . , k,] throughout this paper. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let Z # A, Q E C,. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) QA = A; 
(2) SN(Q) + SN( A) = SN( A) (mod n): 
(3) for every a E SN(Q), a + SN( A) = SN( A) (mod n); 
(4) for every a E SN(Q), P”A = A. 
Proof. (1) * (2): Since P’ = Pj is and only if i = j (mod n), by the 
unique representation (1.1) of any nonzero element in C, we have SN(QA) = 
SN(Q) + SN( A) (mod n). So (2) holds. 
(2) =j (3): For every a E SN(Q), obviously a + SN( A) c SN( A) (mod n). 
Since any two integers in a + SN( A) and SN( A) are not congruent to each 
other modulo n, and (a + SN( A)1 = jSN( A)l, it must follow a + SN( A) = 
SN( A) (mod n). 
(3) a (4): For every a E SN(Q), since SN( P’A) = a + SN( A) = SN( A) 
(mod n), we have P”A = A. 
(4) =j (1): Since P”A = A for every a E SN(Q), we have 
A = Oe&,‘=A = ( O.‘$“)A = QA. . 
PROPOSITION 4.2. There exists an identity element in C,(R) if and only if 
ISN(R)I = 1. 
Proof. “Only if”: Assume IsN(R)~ > 2 and 
T= c Pq 
QESN(T) 
is an identity element of C,(R). Th en RT = E. By Lemma 4.1, for q E SN(T), 
we have 
q+k,=O(modn), i = 1,2 ,..., 1. 
This implies k, = k, (mod n); but that is impossible. 
“If’: If IsN(R)I = 1, then R = Pk. Clearly Z = Pn-k is an identity 
element of C,(R). n 
LEMMA 4.3 (Kim Ki-Hang Butler and Stefan Schwarz [6]). Zf A, B E C,, 
then A_F B if and only if there exists an element P” E C, such that 
B = P”‘A. 
For any Z # R E C,, it is obvious that A zR B implies A _Y B. Hence, it 
is necessary for AzB B that there exists P” such that B = P”‘A. For this 
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reason, the following question is considered in this section: 
Let Z # A E C,(R). What is the necessary and sufficient condition for 
P”‘A pR A for all 0 < m < n - l? 
Clearly, if A = Z or H, P”A 2” A holds for 0 < m < n - 1. Hence, the 
above question will be discussed for the case of A # Z, H. 
LEMMA4.4. LetZ#AEC,(R).ThenPkA=AforallO<k<n-1 
if and only if A = H. 
Proof. “Only if’: If P kA = A for all 0 < k ( n - 1, then 
A=(E+P+P”+...+P”-‘)A=HA=H. 
“If’: This is obvious. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Let Z, H # A E C,(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A E C,(R) * A. 
(2) For all 0 < m < n - 1, P”A TB A. 
(3) There exists m,, 0 < m, < n - 1, such that A # P”oA and 
P”+Ay?R A. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): If A E C,(R) * A, then there exists C E C,(R) such 
that A = CRA. For any 0 =G m < n - 1, since P”A = (PmC)RA = 
(P’“C> * A, hence P”A E C,(R)*A. On the other hand, A = 
(P”-mC)R(PmA) = (P”-“Cl* (P”‘A), and this implied A E C,(R) * P”A. 
Hence P*A Tfi A for all 0 < m < n - 1. 
(2) * (3): By the hypothes’ 1s A # Z, H and Lemma 4.4, there exists m,, 
l<m,<n-1, such that A # P”“A. By (2>, then (3) holds. 
(3) =j (1): Since A # P”“A and P”‘“ApR A, we have A E 
C,(R) * (P”nA), and then A E C,(R) * A. Hence (1) holds. n 
THEOREM 4.6. Let Z, H # A E C,(R), and SN( R) = [k,, . . , k,]. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(1) For all 0 < m < n - 1, P”‘A pR A. 
(2) There exists a nonnegative integer 9 such that, for d = (9 + 
k,, > 9 + k,, n) and n = sd, 
SN( A) = M, U ... U ibf,, 
where Mi U Mj = 0 whenever i # j, Mj (j = 1,2, . . . , h) is an arithmetic 
series with commn difference d, and 1 M,I = ... = 1 M,I = s. 
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Proof. Suppose A # P “oA for some VI,,, 1 < m, < n - 1. By Lemma 
4.5, (1) holds if and only if PmoA YR A, and if and only if A E C,(R) * A, 
i.e., there exists C E C,(R) such that A = CRA. By Lemma 4.1, A E 
C,(R) * A if and only if there exists a nonnegative integer q such that 
A = P‘fRA, and if and only if there exists a nonnegative integer q such that 
q + kj + SN( A) = SN( A) (mod n), i = 1,2 > . > 1. (4.5.1) 
By Proposition 3.5, there exists a nonnegative integer q such that (4.5.1) 
holds if and only if (2) holds. The proof is completed. n 
REMARKS. 
(i> According to the proof of (1) * (2) in Lemma 4.5, (2) * (1) in 
Theorem 4.5 still holds without the condition A # H. 
(ii) When A = H, it is possible to choose a nonnegative integer q such 
that (q + k,, . . , q + k,, n> = 1, and SN(A) is an arithmetical series with 
common difference 1 and lSN( A)1 = n. Hence, (2) holds. 
(i> and (ii> show that Theorem 4.5 is still true without the condition A # H. 
According to Lemma 4.4 and Theorem 4.6. The following theorem on 
pa-classes is true. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A E C,(R). Then either pR(A) = {A) or IPR(A>I 
> 2 with ZR(A) = {A, PA,. .., P”-‘A). 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let = 18 and R = E + P3 + P6 + Pg + P”. Suppose 
A = P + P2 + P4 + P5 + P7 + Ps + Pl” 
+ Pll + P13 + P14 + P16 + P17. 
Choose q = 3. For 
d = (3 + 0,3 + 3,3 + 6,3 + 9,3 + 15,18) = 3 and n = 6d, 
we have 
SN( A) = { 1,4,7,10,13,16) U { 2,5,8,11,14,17}. 
Here Ml = {1,4,7,10,13,16} and M, = {2,5,8,11,14,17} are two arith- 
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metic series with common difference d = 3 and 1 M,I = I M,I = 6. By Theo- 
rem 4.6, _!?‘,(A) = (A, PA, . . . , P”A). By calculating, _%“(A) = (A, PA, P’A) 
and l_Ya( A)1 = 3. 
In the following, several special cases for Theorem 4.6 are discussed. 
Case 1. Suppose IsN(R)I = 1 and SN(@ = [k]. For arbitrary A E C,(R), 
let SN(A) = [?I,,..., n,]. Choose 9 = n - k. For d = (9 + k, n) = n and 
s = I, SN(A) = {n,) U -*- U (n,} is a union satisfying (2) of Theorem 4.6. 
This shows that _Y”( A) = {A, PA,. . . , P”- ‘A) for all A E C,(R), and leads 
to the following corollary. 
COROLLMY 4.8. LetR=Pk (O<k<n-1). Z~A,BEC,(R), then 
ApR B $and only if B = P”‘A for some P” E C,(R). 
When k = 0, Corollary 4.9 coincides with Lemma 4.3, which is due to 
Butler and Schwarz [6]. 
Case 2. Suppose n is a prime and ISN( A)1 > 2. For any nonnegative 
integer 9, since ISN( A)1 > 2, we have d = (9 + k,, . ,9 + k,, n) = 1 and 
s = n (n = sd). This shows that for any 2, H # A E C,(R), A cannot satisfy 
condition (2) of Theorem 4.6. By Lemma 4.5, all the pa-classes in C,(R) are 
trivial, i.e., _Ys(A) = {A} for all A E C,(R). 
Case 3. Suppose IsN(A)I > 2 and (ki - kj, n) = 1 for some ki, kj E 
SN( R). By the same reasoning as the discussion in Case 2, all the ps-classes 
in C,(R) are trivial. 
5. IDEMPOTENT ELEMENTS IN C,(R) 
Let S be a semigroup and a E S. Then a is said to be an idempotent 
element of S if a2 = a. In this section, the structure theorems for the 
nonzero idempotent elements of C,(R) are given. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let k be a positive integer, and B,, . . . , B,, A be k + 1 
nonzero elements in C,(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) B, -a- B,A = A; 
(2) Cf= l~~(Bi) + SN(A) = SN(A) (mod n); 
(3) for any bi E SN( Bi), i = 1,2,. . . , k, one has (Cf= ,bi) + SN( A) = 
SN( A) (mod n). 
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Proof. (1) * (2): When k = 1, this is true by Lemma 4.1. Since 
5 SN( Bi) = SN( B,, *-* Bk) (mod n) 
i=l 
for any positive integer k, statement (2) holds by induction on k. 
(2) * (3): For any bi E SN(Bi), i = 1,2,. . . , k, by (21, we have (Cf,,b,) 
+ SN( A) & SN( A) (mod n). Since no two integers in <c:= ,bi) -I- SN( A) are 
congruent modulo n, and no two integers in SN( A) are congruent modulo n, 
we have KC:= ,bJ + SN( A)1 = ISN( AI. Th’ is implies (Ck= ,bi) + SN( A) = 
SN( A) (mod n). 
(3) 3 (1): For any bi E SN(Bi), i = 1,2,. . . , k, since 
SN( P z!= &,A) E SN( p%= lb,) + SN( A) = k bj + SN( A) = SN( A) (mod n), 
i=l 
we have P’l= lb&A = A, Hence, we have 
A = c . . . c ( pxf= &A) 
b, E SN(B,) bkssN(Bk) 
= C . . . C (pblpbz . . . PbkA) 
b,EsN(B,) bl,EsN(&) 
=( c b, l sN(B,) 
= Bl ... B,A. W 
LEMMA 5.2. Let Z # Z E C,(R) and SN(Z) = [nl,. , n,]. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) Z is an idempotent element in C,(R); 
(2) For1 d = (1.. n,+k,,...,n) and n=sd, one has SN(Z)=M~ 
U *a* U M,,,whereM, n Mj = 0wheneveri #j, Mi(j = 1,2,...,h; h > 1) 
is an arithmetic series with common difference d, and 1 M,I = *** = ) M,\ = s. 
‘The greatest common divisor d of n and n,, + k, (p = 1,2,. , t; v = 1,2,. , 1) is 
indicated by d = ( , n, + k,, , n). Throughout the rest of this paper, this notation will be 
used. 
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Proof. I being an idempotent element in C,(R) means ZRZ = I. By 
Lemma 5.1, Z = ZRZ if and only if 
n,+k,+s~(Z)=s~(Z)(modn)(~=1,2 ,..., t;v=1,2 ,..., 1). 
(5.2.1) 
By proposition 3.5, (5.2.1) holds if and only if (2) holds. n 
THEOREM 5.3. Let Z # Z E C,(R) and SN(Z) = [n,, . . . , nt]. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(1) I is an idempotent element in C,(R). 
(2) Z$d = (..., nP + k,, . , n), then (i) n = td; (ii) SN( 1) is an arith- 
metic series with comr)2on diflerence d. 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): Suppose I is an idempotent element in C,(R). By 
Lemma 5.2, for d = ( . . . , np + k,, . . , n> and n = sd, we have SN( I) = M, 
U -*a u M,, where Mi n Mi = 0 whenever i #j, Mj (j = 1,2,. , h: h 2 
1) is an arithmetic series with common difference d, and 1 Mjl = ... = 1 M,j 
= s. We will prove h = 1. Suppose h > 2. Let 
M, = {nil, nil + d,. . , nil + (s - l)d} and 
M, = {ni2, ni2 + cl,. , ni2 + (s - l)d}; 
where nil, n,2 E SN(Z). Since d is a common divisor of nil + k,, ni2 + k,, 
and n, by Lemma 3.4 we have nil + k, + M, = M, (mod n) and ni2 + k, 
+ M, = M, (mod n). These show that there exist integers a and b, 
0 < a, b < s - 1, such that 
nil + k, + (n,, + ad) = nil (mod n) and 
ni2 + k, + ( ni2 + bd) = ni2 (mod n). 
These imply nil + ad = ni2 + bd ( mod n). Since 0 < nil + ad, nix + bd < 
n - 1, it follows that nil + ad = ni2 + bd. This implies njl E M,, i.e., 
M, n M, # 0, which contradicts M, n M, = 0. Hence, h = 1, and it 
follows that s = t. Therefore, (2) holds. 
(2) * (1): This is the conclusion of Lemma 5.2. n 
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THEOREM 5.4 (The first structure theorem for idempotent elements). 
Suppose 0 E SN( R). Let d be a positive common divisor of k,, . . . , k,, n and 
n = td. Then 
z = E + pd + p2d + . . . +p(t-l)d 
is a nonzero idempotent element in C,,(R). All the nonzero idempotent 
elements in C,(R) are obtained in this manner. 
Proof. 
(a) If t = 1 and d = n, it follows that ISN( RI = 1. Since 0 E SN(R), we 
have R = E. Clearly, Z = E is an idempotent element in C,(E). Suppose 
t >, 2 (then d < n). Clearly, SN(Z) = [0, d, 2d,. . . ,(t - l)d]. Let 
d’= (..., (CL-l)d+k y,..., n). 
Since d’lk, and d’ld + k,, we have d’ld. Since d is a positive common 
divisor of n and ( Z_L - 1)d + k, (p = 1,2,. , t; Y = 1,2,. . . , E), we have 
did’. Therefore, d = d’. Since SN(Z) is an arithmetic series with common 
difference d, n = td, and IsN(Z)I = t, it follows by Theorem 5.3 that Z is an 
idempotent element in C,(R). 
(b) Conversely, let Z be an arbitrary nonzero idempotent element in 
C,(R). By Theorem 5.3, for some nonnegative integer c we have 
SN(z) = [CT,, + d ,..., c + (t - l)d], 
where d = ( . . . , c + ( /_L - 1)d + k,, . . . , n) and n = td. Since 0 E SN(R), 
we have dlc. Let c = rd, where r is a nonnegative integer. Because 
c + (t - 1)d = (r + t - 1)d < n = td, we have (r - 1)d < 0. This shows 
r < 1. Hence, r = 0, and then c = 0. Therefore, SN( Z) = [0, d, 2d, . . . , (t - 
l)d], where n = td and d is a positive common divisor of k,, . . , k,, n. The 
proof is completed. W 
The following corollary is an immediate conclusion of Theorem 5.4. 
COROLLARY 5.5. Zf 0 E SN(R), there exist exactly d+(k,, . . . , k,, n) 
different nonzero idempotent elements in C,(R). 
REMARK. For the case of SN( R) = [0], Theorem 5.4 coincides with the 
result of Butler and Schwarz in [6]. 
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If 0 E SN(R), according to Theorem 5.4, we can find out all the nonzero 
idempotent elements in C,(R). This can be demonstrated by the following 
example. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let n = 30 and R = E + P6 + Plz + P1’ + PB. Then 
SN(R) = [0, 6, 12, 18, 241. All the positive common divisors of 
0,6, 12,18,24,30 are 1, 2, 3, and 6. By Theorem 5.4, there exist exactly four 
nonzero idempotent elements in C,(R) as follows: 
I, =H, I, = E + P2 + P4 + ... +Pz8, 
Z3 = E + P3 + P6 + ... +P27, Z4 = E + P6 + PI2 + .a. +PB. 
In the following, we discuss the idempotent elements in C,(R) for the 
general case [without the condition 0 E SN(R)I. 
LEMMA 5.6. Let Z E C,(R). Zf SN( Z) = [0, d, 2d, . . . , (t - l)d], where 
d is a positive common divisor of k,, . . . , k,, n and n = td, then Z is an 
idempotent element in C,(R). 
Proof. The proof is the same as part (a) of the proof of Theorem 5.4. w 
THEOREM 5.7. There exist exactly d+(k,, . . . , k,, n) diferent nonzero 
idempotent elements Z in C,(R) satisfying 0 E SN( I). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.6, there exist at least d+(k,, . . , k,, n) different 
nonzero idempotent elements Z in C,(R) satisfying 0 E SN(Z). Conversely, 
let Z be a nonzero idempotent element in C,(R) satisfying 0 E SN(Z). By 
Theorem 5.3. we have 
W(Z) = [O,d,2d ,..., (t - l)d], 
whered=( . . . . (II--l)d+k y,..., n)andn=td.Obviously,disaposi- 
tive common divisor of k 1, . . . , k,, n. This shows that each nonzero idempo- 
tent element Z in C,(R) satisfying 0 E SN(Z) corresponds to a positive 
common divisor of k,, . . , k,, n. Combining the above discussion, we have 
proved this theorem. n 
THEOREM 5.8. Let 2 # Z E C,(R) and 0 $ SN(Z). Then the following 
are equivalent: 
(1) Z is an idempotent element in C,(R). 
(2) There exists an integer ~(0 < c < n) such that, for a positive com17u)n 
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divisordoj-c+kl,..., c + k,, n and n = td, SN(Z) = [c, c + d,. . . , c + (t 
- 1)dl. 
proof. (1) * (2): Suppose I is an idempotent element in C,(R). By 
Theorem 5.3, there exists ~(0 Q c < n) such that, for 
d=(.. .,c+(p-l)d+k, ,..., n) and n =td, 
SN(z) = [c, c + d, . . . , c + (t - l)d]. Since 0 + SN(Z), we have 0 < c < n. 
Obviously, d is a positive common divisor of c + k 1, . . . , c + k,, n. 
(2) * (1): If t = 1 and d = n, then SN(Z) = [cl. Since n is a common 
divisor of c + k,, . . . , c + k,, 0 < c < n, and 0 < k, < k, < *** < k, < n, 
we have lSN(R)I = 1. Therefore, SN(R) = [k,] and c + k, = n, i.e., R = Pkl 
and Z = PC. Then ZRZ = Pc+kl+c = PC = I, and I is an idempotent element 
in C,(R). 
Suppose t > 2 (d < n). Let 
d’= (.. .,~+(cL-l)d+k,,...,n). 
Since t > 2, d’ is a common divisor of c + k, and c + d + k,. This shows 
d’(d. Because d is a common divisor of c + k 1, . . . , c + k,, n, d is also a 
common divisor n and c + (p - 1)d + k, ( p = 1,2,. . . , t; v = 1,2,. . , , 1). 
This shows dJd’. Since d > 0, d = d’. By Theorem 5.3, Z is an idempotent 
element in C,(R). n 
THEOREM 5.9 (The second structure theorem for idempotent elements). 
Letg = (..., k, -k, ,..., n) and c be a integer satisfying 0 < c < g. Let d 
be a positive comTu)n divisor of c + k 1, . , c + k 1, n and n = td. Then 
z = pc + pc+d + pc+2d + . . . +pc+(t--l)d 
is a nonzero idempotent element in C,(R). All the nonzero idempotent 
elements in C,(R) are obtained in this munner. 
Proof. 
(a) If c = 0, then by Lemma 5.6, Z = E + Pd + Pzd + *** P(t-‘)d 
(where d is a positive common divisor of k 1, . . . , k,, n and n = td) is an 
idempotent element in C,(R). Suppose 0 < c < g. If c + (t - l)d < n, 
then SN(Z) = [c, c + d, . . . , c + (t - l)d] and Z satisfy the conditions of 
Theorem 5.8. Therefore, Z is an idempotent element in C,(R). If c + (t - 
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l)d > 72, let q (0 < q < t - 1) be the greatest integer such that c + qd < n, 
I.e., c + qd < n but c + (g + l)d > n. Indicating c’ = c - (t - q - l)d, 
we have C’ > 0. Since n = td, it is easy to prove 
(c’,c’+d,...,c’+(t-l)d} ={ c, c + d,. , c + (t - l)d} (mod n). 
This means 
z = pc’ + pc'+d + pc’+Zd + . . . +pd+(t-l)d. 
Because c’ z 0 and c’ + (t - 1)d < n, we have SN(Z) = [c’, c’ + d, . , c’ 
+ (t - l)d]. If c’ = 0, then by Lemma 5.6, Z is an idempotent element in 
C,(R). If c’ > 0, then 0 $ SN( I). Since d is also a positive common divisor 
of cr + k,, . . . , c’ + k,, n, by Theorem 5.8 Z is an idempotent element in 
C,(R). 
(b) Conversely, let Z be a nonzero idempotent element in C,(R). If 
0 E SN(Z), then by the proof of Theorem 5.7, SN(Z) = [O, d,2d,. ,(t - 
l)d], where d is a positive common divisor of k,, k,, , k,, n and n = td. If 
0 $ SN(Z), by Theorem 5.8, there exists an integer c (0 < c < n) such that, 
for a positive common divisor d of c + k,, , c + k,, n and n = td, 
SN(Z) = [c, c + d,. ,c + (t - l)d]. S’ mce d is also a common divisor of n 
and k, - k, (p, v = 1.2,. , Z), we have dig. Hence d < g. Since c + (t 
- 1)d < n, we have c < d. Therefore, 0 < c < g. The proof is completed. 
n 
The idempotent element obtained in Theorem 5.9 is denoted by Z(c, d). 
Obviously, Z(c, 1) = H for any possible c. 
LEMMMA 5.10. In C,,(R), Z(c, d) = ICC’, d’) ifund only if d = d’. 
Proof. “Only if’: Suppose Z(c, d) = Z(c’, d’). Since SN(Z(C, d)) = 
s~(Z(c’, d’)), we have t = t’(n = td = t’d’), and then d = d’. 
“If’: Let n = td. By Th eorem 5.9, we have c + k, = 0 (mod d) and 
c’ + k, = 0 (mod d). Hence c = c’ (mod d). Therefore, it is easy to prove 
{c,c+d,...,c+(t-l)d} ={ c’, c’ + d, , c’ + (t - l)d} (mod n). 
This shows SN(Z(C, d)) = s~(Z(c’, d’)), i.e., Z(c, d) = Z(c’, d’). W 
LEMMA 5.11. Ifg = ( , k, - k,, . , n), then for any positive divisor 
d of g, there exists an integer c, 0 < c < g, such that Z(c, d) which is 
obtained in the manner of Theorem 5.9 is an-idempotent element in C,,(R). 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that, for any positive divisor d of g, there 
exists an integer c, 0 < c < g, such that d is a common divisor of c + 
k,, . . , c + k,, n. Choosing c to be the least nonnegative integer such that 
c + k, = 0 (mod d), we can prove 0 < c < g. Suppose the contrary, and 
assume g < c. Let c = qg + r, where q and r are nonnegative integers 
satisfying 0 < r < g. Clearly, it follows that c > r. On the other hand, 
c + k, = qg + k,, dig, and dlc + k, imply r + k, z 0 (mod d). This 
contradicts the choice of c. Hence, 0 < c < g. For any ki E SN(R), since 
ki - k, = 0 (mod n), we have c + ki = c + k, = 0 (mod n). This shows 
that d is a common divisor of c + k,, , c + k,, n. Therefore, we can 
obtain the idempotent element Z(c, d) in C,(R) in the manner of Theorem 
5.9. W 
The set of all the idempotent elements in C,(R) is denoted by Id(C,(R)). 
We have the following counting theorem on Id(C,(R)). 
THEOREM 5.12. Let n be a positive integer and Z # R E C,. Zf g = 
( . . . , k, - k,, . . . , n), then IId(C,(R))I = d+(g) + 1. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, Lemma 5.10, and Lemma 5.11, the number of 
nonzero idempotent elements in C,(R) is exactly d+( g). Clearly, 2 is also an 
idempotent element in C,(R). n 
According to Theorem 5.9, Lemma 5.10, Lemma 5.11, and Theorem 
5.12, we can find out all the idempotent elements in C,(R) for any Z # R E 
C,. The proof of Lemma 5.11 tells us how to compute every idempotent 
element. An algorithm for obtaining all the idempotent elements in C,(R) is 
given as follows. 
ALGORITHM. J&t n be a positive integer and SN(R) = [k,, . . . , k,]. 
Step 1. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Compute all the least nonnegative integers cj such that ci - k, = 0 
v 
(modd,)(i= 1,2 ,..., k),sayc, ,..., ck. 
Form all idempotent elements of 
Compute g = ( . . . , k, - k,, . , n). 
Compute all positive divisors of g, say d,, . . . , d,. 
Compute all positive integers tj such that n = tidi (i = 1,2, . . . , k), 
say t,, . . . , t,. 
t,- 1 
Id(C,( R)) = { 2) u Z(c,, dj) = c Pci+ed 
e=O 
bi = 1,2,...,k 
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EXAMPLE 5.2. Let 72 = 60 and R = P17 + Pzo. We will determine all 
the idempotent elements in C,(R) 
Step 1: g = (29 - 17,60) = 12. 
Step 2: All the positive divisors dj of 12 are {1,2,3,4,6, 12}. 
Step 3: All the positive integers ti such that 12 = tidi are (60, 30, 20, 15, 
10, 5). 
Step 4: All the least nonnegative integers ci such that ci + k, = 0 (mod 
di) are {0,1,1,3,1,7}. 
Step 5: Id(C,(R)) = (2, Z(0, 1) = H, Z(1, 21, Z(1, 3), Z(3, 4), 
Z(1,6), Z(7,12)}, where 
Z(1,2) = P + P3 + P5 + *** +F9, Z(1,3) = P + P4 + P’ + ... +P58, 
Z(3,4) = P3 + P7 + P1l + *.* +P5g, 
Z(1,6) = P + P7 + P13 + .*a +P*, and 
Z(17,12) = P7 + PI9 + P31 + *em +P55. 
We obtain exactly d+(l2) = 6 nonzero idempotent elements in C,(R). 
6. MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS IN C,(R) 
Let Z be an idempotent element in C,(R). The maximal subgroup of 
C,(R) containing Z is denoted by G,(R) (The definition of the maximal 
subgroup of a semigroup can be seen in [5].) In this section, we will 
investigate the structure of G,(R). S’ mce C,(R) is commutative, all the 
Green’s relations for C,(R) coincide with each other. Therefore, for any 
idempotent element Z in C,(R) we have G,(R) =pfi( Z). 
LEMMA 6.1. Zf Z is an idempotent element in C,(R), then for any k, 
0 < k < n - 1, one has PkZ E-Y”(Z). 
Proof. If Z = 2, the conclusion is obviously true. Suppose Z # 2.. It is 
sufficient to prove 
PkZ~C,(R)*Z and ZEC,(R)*(P~Z), 0 < k < n - 1. (6.1.1) 
Since Z = ZRZ, we have PkZ = (PkZ)RZ and Z = (Pn-kZ)R(PkZ). This 
shows that (6.1.1) is true. n 
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For A, B E C,(R), clearly, if A and B are 9equivalent in C,(R), then 
A and B are sequivalent in C,. According to Lemma 1 in [6] and Lemma 
6.1, for any idempotent element Z in C,(R), we have 3”(Z) = 
(I, PI,. . . , P”-lz). 
THEOREM 6.2. (Structure theorem for maximal subgroups). Let Z = 
z(c, d) = P” + Pc+d + *** +Pc+ct-l)d be a nonzero idempotent element in 
C,(R) obtained in the manner of Theorem 5.9. Then 
G,(R) = {I, PI,. . . , Pd-lZ} and IG,( R) 1 = d. 
Proof. By the above investigation, G,(R) = {Z, PI,. . , P”-‘I). Firstly, 
we prove that P’Z # PjZ when i # j and 0 < i, j < d - 1. Assume P’Z = PjZ 
for i and j. 0 < i < j < d - 1. Then i + SN(Z) = j + SN(Z) (mod n). 
Hence, there exists a (0 < a < t - 1) such that i + c sj + c + ad (mod 
n). This shows (j - i) + ad = 0 ( modn).SinceO<j-i<d,O<ad<(t 
- l)d, and n = td it follows that (j - 1) + ad = 0. Therefore, j - i = 0, 
i.e., i = j. This is impossible. 
Secondly, we prove that for any j (d <j < n - 11, there exists i (0 < i 
< d - 1) such that P”Z = PjZ. Suppose j = kd + i where k and i are 
nonnegative integers and 0 < i < d - 1. Clearly, 
SN( pjz) ‘j + SN( z) 
= i + kd + SN( Z) 
=i+{c+kd,c+(k+l)d,...,c+(k+t-l)d)(modn). 
Since n = td, it is easy to prove 
{c, c + d,. . . ,c + (t - 1)d) 
r{c+kd,c+(k+l)d,...,c+(k+t-l)d)(modn). 
Hence, 
SN( PjZ) = i + (c, c + d, . . . ,c + (t - l)d} = i + SN(Z) (mod n). 
This shows P’Z = PjZ. 
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Combining the above discussion, we conclude 
G,(R) = {Z,PZ,...,Pd-‘I) and [G,(R)1 =d. n 
According to Theorem 6.2, all the maximal subgroups of C,(R) contain- 
ing a nonzero idempotent element can be determined. Considering G,(R), 
there are exactly d+( g> + 1 maximal subgroups in C,(R), where g = 
( . . . ) k, - k,, . . . , n). For example, in Example 5.2, six nonzero idempotent 
elements are obtained in C,(R), where n = 60 and R = P17 + Pig. So there 
are seven maximal subgroups in C,(R) as follows: 
The following theorem gives an answer for the problem about trivial 
maximal subgroups in C,,(R). 
THEOREM 6.3. For arbitrary Z # R E C,, C,(R) contains exactly two 
triuial maximal subgroups, which are G,(R) and GH( R). 
Proof. Let Z = Z(c, d) be a nonzero idempotent element determined in 
the manner of Theorem 5.9. If G,(R) is trivial, then by Theorem 6.2, 
IG,(R)I = d = 1. So Z = PC + PC+’ + Pc+2 + a.. +Pc+(n-l). It is easy to 
prove 
{c, c + 1,. . . ,c+(n-l)} =(0,1,2 ,..., n-l}(modn). 
Hence Z = E + P + P2 + *a. +P”-’ = H. Therefore, G,(R) and G,(R) 
are the only trivial maximal subgroups in C,(R). n 
7. REGULAR ELEMENTS IN C,(R) 
In this section, we will determine all the regular elements in C,(R). Let S 
be a semigroup and a E S. Then a is said to be a regular element of S if 
axa = a for some x E S. By referring to [5], we can obtain: 
(i> if A E C,(R) is regular, then all the elements in P,(A) are regular; 
(ii) A E C,(R) is regular if and only if Pn( A) contains an idempotent 
element. 
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According to (i), (ii), and the results in Sections 5 and 6, we can obtain 
the following theorem immediately. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let A E C,(R). Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) A is a regular element in C,(R). 
(2) There exist P” and 1 in C,(R), where 1 is an idempotent element of 
C,(R), such that A = P”Z. 
(3) There exists an idempotent element Z of C,(R) such that A E G,(R). 
The set of all the regular elements in C,(R) is denoted by Reg(C,( R)). 
COROLLARY 7.2. For C,(R), the following is true: 
(1) Reg(C,(R)) = U I E Id~C,~R~~GI(R); 
(2) IReg(C,(R))I = 1 + Cdlg, d, ,d, where g = ( . . , k, - k,, . . . , n). 
Proof. (1) is the immediate result of Theorem 7.1. 
(2): Since G,(R) n G,,(R) = 0 whenever Z # I’, by (1) we have 
IReg(C,(R))I = c IGI( = 1 + c IG(R)I. U-2.1) 
Is Id(C,(RN ZE ID(C,(R)) 
zzz 
By Theorem 6.2 and the Algorithm presented in Section 5, we claim 
c IGIWI = d,gL>od. (7.2.2) 
1~ Id(C,(RN 
I#Z 
(7.2.1) and (7.2.2) show that (2) holds. W 
According to Corollary 7.2, we can determine all the regular elements in 
C,(R) by computing all the idempotent elements in C,(R). For example, for 
C,(R) where n = 60 and R = PI’ + P2’, we have g = (29 - 17,60) = 12. 
By Corollary 7.2, 
IReg(C,(R))I = 1 + c d = 29. 
dll2, d>O 
So there exist exactly 29 regular elements in C,(R) which are the matrices in 
all the maximal subgroups G,(R), G,(R), GIo, JR), G,o, s,(R), GI(s, JR), 
G 1(1, s,(R), %7,12)(R). 
The author thanks Professor Mou-Cheng Zhang and Professor Hans 
Schneider for their help and suggestions. 
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